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The paper is devoted to the study of e�et of hydrogenation (deuteration) on magneti properties

of RENiAl ompounds (RE = rare{earth atom). It was found that inorporation of hydrogen into

the rystal lattie drastially redues magneti ordering temperatures in these materials due to

modi�ation of the density of eletroni states at the Fermi level. Hydrogen di�erential thermal

analysis (HDTA) studies show that hydrogen oupies 2 or 3 di�erent rystallographi positions in

the unit ell, whih is in agreement with the results of neutron di�ration. Removal of hydrogen

from the lattie leads to a non{ontionuous reovery of the original magneti and rystal properties

of RENiAl.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Hydrogen was found to be a unique tool strongly af-

feting both rystal lattie and the density of eletroni

states (DOS) in RENiAl (RE = rare{earth atom) om-

pounds [1℄. This variation leads to a weakening of RKKY

exhange interation, whih de�nes magneti properties

of rare{earth intermetalli ompounds with highly lo-

alised 4f{states. The weakening of the exhange intera-

tions indues either a derease of ordering temperatures

(e.g. T

C

= 59 K in GdNiAl dereases down to 20 K in

GdNiAlH

1:35

), or a derease of temperature independent

magneti suseptibility in Pauli paramagnets YNiAl and

LuNiAl by approximately two orders of magnitude [2℄.

It is worth mentioning that these hanges were observed

in hydrides obtained already at relatively low hydrogen

pressure of 1 bar and at room temperature.

As a ontinuation of the systemati studies of the

RENiAl{based hydrides, in this paper we present rys-

tal struture data and magneti properties of the satu-

rated hydrides of Sm{ and Tm{ontaining ompounds,

SmNiAlH

1:2

and TmNiAlH

1:4

. We will also fous on

the results of rystallographi and magneti studies of

TbNiAl{H, YNiAl{H, ErNiAl{H and GdNiAl{H systems

showing how the hydrogen ontent a�ets their proper-

ties. The observed hanges in magneti properties will

be analysed as related to the modi�ation of the original

rystal struture and the reonstrution of DOS due to

H{bonding.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The preparation of hydrides and their X{ray hara-

terisation is desribed elsewhere [1℄. Synthesis was per-

formed at room temperature and 1 bar H

2

loading pres-

sure using a volumetri method.

Hydrogen Di�erential Thermal Analysis equipment

(see [3℄ for the details) at a heating rate of 5 K/min

was used in studies of the thermal stability of hydrides.

In order to de�ne the peak positions in SmNiAlH

1:2

we

have used the urve �tting routine assuming the Gaus-

sian shape of peaks.

Faraday balane and SQUID magnetometer have been

used for magneti studies. The Oxford Instrument Fara-

day balane gives the possibility to reah temperatures

within the range of 1.8{300 K and �elds up to 7 T.

Quantum Design SQUID magnetometer provides tem-

peratures down to 5 K and magneti �elds up to 5 T.

In all ases the magneti measurements were performed

on randomly oriented powders �xed by glue in a quartz

ruible.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Similarly to other RENiAl hydrides [2℄, the rystal lat-

tie of SmNiAlH

1:2

and TmNiAlH

1:4

(see Table 1) is

expanded in the basal plane and ontrated along the

{axis. No orthorhombi distortion, whih is harateris-

ti for a number of RENiAl{based saturated (1 bar H

2

)

hydrides [2℄, was observed for RE = Sm, Tm. Hydro-

genation results in the inrease of the unit ell volume

by 4.7 % in TmNiAlH

1:4

and 8.7 % in SmNiAlH

1:2

, the

last value being the highest one for the RENiAlH

X

.

For SmNiAlH

1:2

, TmNiAlH

1:4

, TbNiAlH

1:4

[2℄ we have

studied hydrogen desorption in order to speify their sta-

bility as well as to obtain materials with lower hydrogen
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ontent. For this purpose we have used the HDTA teh-

nique. The HDTA spetrum of RENiAlH

X

typially ex-

hibits two or more peaks (see Fig. 1 as an example). A-

ording to [4℄, the presene of multiple peaks on HDTA

urve an be interpreted as the onsequene of several

phenomena, inluding 1) desorption of hydrogen from

nonequivalent rystallographi positions with di�erent

bonding energies or 2) dependene of the metal{H bond-

ing energy on hydrogen ontent.

Hydride a,

�

A b,

�

A ,

�

A �V/V,% �a/a,% �/,%

YNiAl 7.036(1) | 3.839(1) | | |

YNiAlH

0:14

7.055(3) | 3.876(4) 1.5 0.3 1.0

YNiAlH

0:9

7.1005(6) | 3.890(2) 3.2 0.9 1.4

SmNiAl 6.979(3) | 4.0247(8) | | |

SmNiAlH

1:2

7.50(1) | 3.776(3) 8.7 7.4 -5.8

GdNiAl 7.0125(8) | 3.9140(9) | | |

GdNiAlH

0:14

7.097(5) | 3.930(10) 2.8 1.2 0.4

GdNiAlH

0:6

7.125(5) | 3.903(7) 2.9 1.6 -0.3

GdNiAlH

1:35

�

7.636(4) 12.378(1) 3.736(2) 5.9 8.9 -4.5

ErNiAl 6.970(2) | 3.8003(6) | | |

ErNiAlH

0:5

6.973 | 3.840 1.1 0.04 1.0

ErNiAlH

0:8

7.0322 | 3.831 2.6 0.9 0.8

TmNiAl | 6.964(2) 3.789(1) | | |

TmNiAlH

1:4

7.210(1) | 3.700(2) 4.7 3.5 -2.3

Table 1. Crystallographi harateristis of the RENiAlH

X

hydrides. Crystallographi harateristis of the RENiAlH

X

hydrides.

�

All RENiAl and RENiAlH

x

ompounds rystallise in hexagonal ZnNiAl{type struture (spae group P62m) exept

for GdNiAlH

1:35

, whih has orthorhombially distorted parent struture (spae group Amm2).

Fig. 1. HDTA traes of hydrogen desorption from

SmNiAlH

1:2

. Note two vertial axes. The dotted lines show

the peaks obtained by urve �tting.

In all ases these peaks are loated between the room

temperature and approximately 750 K. By that temper-

ature deomposition is ompleted. This was on�rmed

by the X{ray di�ration data, showing good agreement

between the ell parameters of the materials after H{

desorption and those of the orresponding parent RE-

NiAl ompound.

The HDTA spetrum of SmNiAlH

1:2

has three peaks

at 365 K, 441 K and 554 K (Fig. 1). The �rst peak at 365

K is masked by hydrogen desorption event from the site

with the highest hydrogen oupany (at 441 K). The

HDTA spetrum of TmNiAlH

1:4

has only two peaks at

403 K and 643 K (Fig. 2), that orrespond to hydrogen

removal from two di�erent rystallographi sites with al-

most equal hydrogen oupany.

Fig. 2. HDTA traes of hydrogen desorption from

TmNiAlH

1:4

. Note two vertial axes.

For explanation of the phenomena that are taking

plae in RENiAlH

X

, the neutron di�ration studies of

RENiAl{based deuterides are very useful. Results of the

neutron studies of the TbNiAl{based deuterides were

published reently for TbNiAlD

1:28

[5℄, TbNiAlD

1:1

[6℄,
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TbNiAlD

1:04

[7℄, TbNiAlH

0:8

[5℄ and TbNiAlD

0:3

[7℄. It

was found that a number of rystallographially di�erent

hydrides is formed in a narrow range of D/TbNiAl on-

tents limited by a rather smallD onentration in the sat-

urated deuteride TbNiAlD

1:4

. Three types of interstitial

positions are �lled in TbNiAlD

1:1

[6℄ and TbNiAlD

1:04

[7℄, inluding Tb

3

Ni

2

trigonal bipyramid and two kinds

of Tb

2

NiAl tetrahedra, one of whih is the same and the

other one is di�erent for these two deuterides. Two posi-

tions with the highest oupation numbers (TbNiAlD

1:1

[6℄ and TbNiAlD

1:04

[7℄) were found to be �lled in the

TbNiAlD

1:28

[5℄. Suh experimental observations indi-

ate a signi�ant exibility of the D{sublattie and are

presumably aused by a weak bonding of D atoms in the

Tb

2

NiAl positions [7℄. At the smallest D ontents studied

deuterium is ompletely removed from the Tb

2

NiAl sites

and the hexagonal superstruture TbNiAlD

0:3

is formed

by an ordered oupation of one half of the available

Tb

3

Ni

2

bipyramids [7℄.

Studies of the rystal struture [2, 5{7℄ have also shown

that derease of the hydrogen (deuterium) ontent is a-

ompanied by derease of the orthorhombi distortion.

For TbNiAlH

1:4

the relation between the unit ell pa-

rameters is b/a = 0.934

p

3 = 1.618, for TbNiAlD

1:28

b/a = 0.936

p

3 = 1.621 [5℄, while in TbNiAlH

1:04

b/a

dereases to 0.986

p

3 = 1.708 [7℄ and for the deuteride

with the lowest D ontents, TbNiAlD

0:3

, the hexagonal

symmetry is restored [7℄.

The SmNiAl has two magneti phase transitions at

T = 20 K and 16 K [8℄, but after the uptake of 1.2 H

atoms/f.u. only one transition an be observed at T = 5

K (see Fig. 3). High{temperature part of the magneti

suseptibility does not follow the Curie{Weiss law.

Fig. 3. Temperature dependene of magneti suseptibility

�(T) measured on SmNiAlH

1:2

in the �eld of 1 T.

Hydrogenation has similar e�et on the magneti prop-

erties of TmNiAl (Fig. 4): its hydride does not show any

magneti order down to 5 K. Curie{Weiss law desribes

the magneti suseptibility �(T) down to 20 K. Below

this temperature �(T) beomes weakly �eld dependent.

The value of the paramagneti Curie temperature �

P

ob-

tained from the �t in the high{T region is 3 K both for

TmNiAl and TmNiAlH

1:4

. The e�etive moments �

eff

are somewhat di�erent: 7.7 �

B

/f.u. and 7.0 �

B

/f.u. be-

fore and after the hydrogenation, respetively.

Fig. 4. Magneti suseptibility � vs. temperature for

TmNiAlH

1:4

. The insert shows the low temperature data in

the �elds of 1 T (�lled irles) and 2 T (empty irles).

The hanges of magneti properties in SmNiAl and

TmNiAl under hydrogenation strongly resemble the ten-

deny observed in the rest of the RENiAl series, indi-

ating the weakening of the exhange interation. For

instane, the temperature dependene of magneti sus-

eptibility of the saturated hydride TbNiAlH

1:4

shows

only one phase transition at 14.5 K [2℄. On the other

hand, "lower" hydride TbNiAlH

0:7

has two phase tran-

sitions at the temperatures lose to those of TbNiAl, i.e.

45 K and 24 K (48 K and 24 K in TbNiAl).

In the YNiAl{H system we obtained two lower hy-

drides with 0.95 and 0.21 H atoms/f.u. Both of them

have hexagonal unit ells, so that in this system the or-

thorhombi distortion disappears already after the re-

lease of 20 % of hydrogen from the saturated hydride.

This is muh less than the values for TbNiAl{D system,

where even after the desorption of 50 % of hydrogen the

unit ell is still orthorhombially distorted. It is also no-

table that even for YNiAlH

0:21

the unit ell volume is

bigger by 1.5 %, ompared to the parent ompound, as-

suming that harge redistribution is an important meh-

anism of the unit ell distortion upon hydrogenation.

Two lower hydrides from the ErNiAl{H system with

0.81 and 0.44 H atoms/f.u. have hexagonal unit ells.

For these ompounds �V/V values are 2.6 % and 1.1 %,

respetively (Table 1).

In the GdNiAl{H system hexagonal symmetry is

restored after the release of approximately 20 % of

hydrogen from the saturated GdNiAlH

1:35

, so both

GdNiAlH

1:06

and GdNiAlH

0:14

have hexagonal stru-

tures. The highest ordering temperatures of GdNiAl in

the whole RENiAl series allow more detailed investiga-

tion of the e�et of hydrogen on magnetism. It is note-

worthy that in spite of the di�erent symmetries of the

unit ell, GdNiAlH

1:35

and GdNiAlH

1:06

have the same
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ordering temperature T = 20 K (Fig. 5) . The di�er-

ene is that GdNiAlH

1:06

has higher absolute values of

magneti suseptibility and does not show a maximum

of �(T) at 11 K.

Fig. 5. Temperature dependenies of magneti suseptibil-

ity � for GdNiAl{H system in the �eld of 0.1 T. The data for

GdNiAl (O), saturated hydride GdNiAlH

1:35

() and two in-

termediate hydrides with 0.6 (}) and 0.14 (4) H atoms/f.u.

are shown on the plot. The data for GdNiAl had to be di-

vided by 3 to �t within the same sale (r). The lines are

eye{guides.

Fig. 6. Inverse suseptibility vs. temperature for

GdNiAl{H system in the �eld of 1 T. The data for

GdNiAlH

1:35

is shown by empty triangles, for GdNiAlH

0:6

| by empty squares and for GdNiAl | by empty irles.

The lines are eye{guides.

The omparison of the 1/� temperature dependenies

of GdNiAl, its saturated hydride GdNiAlH

1:35

and lower

hydride GdNiAlH

1:06

(Fig. 6) shows that the features

observed for the last ompound are intrinsi, but not a

linear ombination of 1/�(T) of parent intermetalli and

saturated hydride. If the latter was the ase, temperature

dependene of inverse suseptibility for GdNiAlH

1:06

would show anomaly around 60 K sine �

P

= 62 K for

GdNiAl. The urve �tting of temperature dependene of

magneti suseptibility to Curie{Weiss law yields simi-

lar values of paramagneti Curie temperature and e�e-

tive moment for saturated hydride and partially deom-

posed hydride: �

P

= -1.5 K and 8 K and �

eff

= 7.6

�

B

=f.u. and 7.9 �

eff

= 7.6 �

B

=f.u., respetively. Further

hydrogen desorption up to 563 K leads to formation of

GdNiAlH

0:14

, whih strongly resembles GdNiAl: it has

three magneti phase transitions at 66 K, 27 K and 21

K (ompared with 59 K, 28 K and 22 K for GdNiAl).

The absolute values of �(T) are almost 3 times lower for

GdNiAlH

0:14

than for the parent intermetalli.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Hydrogen desorption and neutron di�ration stud-

ies indiate that in RENiAlH

X

ompounds hydrogen

oupies several rystallographi positions with di�er-

ent bonding energies. It is possible to remove hydrogen

atoms from the rystal lattie in a step{wise manner and

to obtain intermediate hydrides with preferential ou-

pation of ertain rystallographi sites by H atoms. The

orthorhombi distortion vanishes when the H ontent

reahes some ritial value, but the unit ell expansion

persists even in the hydrides with the lowest hydrogen

onentration.

The derease of magneti ordering temperatures in the

RENiAl{H series upon hydrogenation reets the weak-

ening of the exhange interation. The absolute values of

paramagneti Curie temperature, whih is proportional

to the strength of the exhange, are also lower for hy-

drides than for parent RENiAl ompounds. Hydrogen

desorption leads to a step{wise reovery of the original

magneti properties. What is notable is that magneti

behaviour, i.e. ordering temperatures, of the hydrides

with low hydrogen ontent are similar to that of par-

ent ompounds, despite the rystal lattie is already ex-

panded (the ase of GdNiAlH

0:14

). But unit ell deforma-

tion and symmetry hanges due to hydrogenation have

only minor e�et on magneti properties: for instane the

behaviour of GdNiAlH

1:35

and GdNiAlH

1:06

is very muh

alike, though they have unit ells of di�erent symmetry.

Based on this we assume that the modi�ation of the

density of eletroni states under hydrogenation has the

strongest e�et on the magneti properties of RENiAl.

Magneti exhange in these ompounds with highly lo-

alised 4f states is desribed by RKKY model, in whih

the exhange strength depends, alongside with other fa-

tors, on the onentration of the ondution eletrons

and the value of loal magneti moments. Sine the val-

ues of �

eff

are very lose for the parent intermetallis

and for the hydrides, that should be the derease of the

onentration of ondution eletrons that a�ets the

magneti exhange. Hene, the hydrogenation should re-

due N(E

F

) value. This is on�rmed by the derease of

the absolute values of magneti suseptibility in Pauli

paramagnets YNiAl and LuNiAl under hydrogenation.
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ROZVITOK MAGNETIZMU PRI NAVODNENN� U RENiAl{H SISTEMAH

O. V. Kolom�~
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, L. Gavela
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, V. A. �rtis~

2

, O. V. Andrv
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Kafedra elektronnih struktur, Karlovi� un�versitet,

Ke Karlovu 5, 121 16 Praga 2, Qes~ka Respubl�ka

2

V�dd�l g�drid�v metal�v, F�ziko{mehan�qni� �nstitut �m. Karpenka NAN UkraÝni,

vul. Naukova, 5, L~v�v, 79601, UkraÝna

3

�nstitut f�ziki, Akadem�� nauk Qes~koÝ Respubl�ki,

Na Slovane 2, 180 00 Praga 8, Qes~ka Respubl�ka

Vivqeno vpliv navodnenn� (de�teruvann�) na magnetn� vlastivost� spoluk tipu RENiAl (RE v�dpov�-

da atomov� r�dk�snozemel~nogo metalu). Vi�vleno, wo vt�lenn� vodn� u kristal�qnu �ratku privodit~ do

znaqnogo poni�enn� temperaturi magnetnogo vpor�dkuvann� vnasl�dok zm�ni gustini elektronnih stan�v

na r�vn� Ferm�. Dosl�d�enn� metodom vodnevogo diferen��l~nogo teplovogo anal�zu sv�dqat~, wo voden~

za�ma 2 abo 3 neekv�valentn� kristalograf�qn� pozi�Ý v elementarn�� kom�r�. Ce� visnovok p�dtverd�u-

t~s� rezul~tatami ne�tronnoÝ difrak�Ý. V�dnovlenn� magnetnih vlastivoste� ta kristal�qnoÝ budovi

RENiAl pri vidalenn� vodn� �z �ratki v�dbuvat~s� sh�dqasto.
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